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ABSTRACT
Work towards creation of a knowledge sharing system for sustainability science through the application of
semantic data modeling is described. An ontology grounded in description logics was developed based on the
ISO 15926 data model to describe three types of sustainability science conceptualizations: situational
knowledge, analytic methods, and scenario frameworks. Semantic statements were then created using this
ontology to describe expert knowledge expressed in research proposals and papers related to sustainability
science and in scenarios for achieving sustainable societies. Semantic matching based on logic and rule-based
inference was used to quantify the conceptual overlap of semantic statements. This shows the semantic similarity
of topics studied by different researchers in sustainability science, similarities that might be unknown to the
researchers themselves.
Keywords: Expert knowledge, Knowledge sharing, Semantic web, Semantic search, Knowledge description,
Sustainability science, Ontology

1

INTRODUCTION

We have developed a system based on principles of semantic data modeling for realizing a knowledge sharing
platform mediated by a computer searching and matching engine that uses logical and rule-based inference to
calculate the semantic similarity between computer-understandable descriptions of the knowledge resources,
such as academic papers and databases, which are shared on the platform. The system, called EKOSS for Expert
Knowledge Ontology-based Semantic Search, provides authoring tools that empower the authors of the
resources to create descriptions using formalized languages that can be interpreted semantically, and thereby
“understood”, by computers. Then, using those computer-understandable descriptions, which we call semantic
statements, EKOSS provides computer-enabled knowledge sharing services, such as semantic searching and
matching of specific relationships between target entities that are not explicitly stated but that can be inferred
from the formal structure of the language used to author the semantic statements.
Here, we present application of the EKOSS system to the domain of sustainability science. Drawing on a
number of knowledge classifications such as the ISO 15926 data model standard, a formalized knowledge
representation language in the form of an ontology grounded in a description logic, called SCINTENG, has been
created to describe concepts related to sustainability science in three knowledge domains: situational knowledge,
analytic methods, and scenario frameworks. We are using the SCINTENG ontology to create semantic
statements describing expert knowledge in sustainability science expressed by research project proposals,
research papers, and scenario descriptions. Commercially available reasoning software can be applied to pairs of
semantic statements to compute the extent of conceptual overlap in a semantic way, e.g. by accounting for the
logical characteristics of specific relationships predicating the way in which subject entities are modified by
particular object entities (Guo & Kraines, 2008b). The quantified degree of conceptual overlap can then be used
in a number of value-adding tasks, such as evaluating the semantic similarity of the research topics of different
researchers.
The paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we review the special characteristics of sustainability
science as a transdisciplinary study, and we argue for the effectiveness of an approach for matching expert
knowledge resources based on descriptions that are created in a computer-understandable form by the authors of
the resources themselves. In section 3, we describe a platform that we have developed as an implementation of
this approach, a platform for sharing expert knowledge based on computer-understandable semantic statements
created by the human authors of the resources that embody the shared knowledge. In section 4, we report the
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initial results of this effort. Those results include 1) the development of an ontology as a computer-interpretable
knowledge representation language for the domain of sustainability science, 2) the creation of an initial set of
semantic statements for different types of knowledge resources in sustainability science, and 3) examples of
semantic matches that can be inferred between the semantic statements using computer reasoning software. In
section 5, we discuss some of the implications of the envisaged knowledge sharing platform, and we list some
future research topics that we are exploring in order to realize the envisaged platform for sustainability science.
The major contributions of this paper are thus a proposal for a formal knowledge representation language in the
form of a logic-based ontology that can be used to describe research and scenarios in the domain of
sustainability science, a corpus of semantic statements created using this ontology, and a demonstration of how
logic and rule-based inference can be applied to accurately match the semantic statements using examples of
real scenarios and research papers.

2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED RESEARCH

Transdisciplinary studies are critical for addressing issues of sustainability science (Kostoff, 2005; Kostoff,
2002; Takeuchi & Komiyama, 2006; Clark, 2007). For example, over the past decade, the Alliance for Global
Sustainability (AGS) Promotion Office at the University of Tokyo has funded projects covering a large number
of academic fields, from chemical engineering to economics to political science to cultural studies (AGS
Promotion Office at the University of Tokyo, 2009). However, although the breadth of this range of disciplines
is one of the major strengths of multidisciplinary funding organizations such as the AGS, it is also a potentially
serious weakness. Without effective technologies for integrating the expert knowledge emerging from these
widely differing fields of study, there is a danger that the knowledge deliverables will remain disconnected
(Neumann & Prusak, 2007). As the amount of knowledge resources increases, it will become increasingly
difficult for anyone to get an overview of the range of knowledge that has been created and understand the
potential interrelationships and structure of that knowledge, which could be critical in achieving the goal of
sustainability (Takeuchi & Komiyama, 2006).
In fact, integration of knowledge from a wide range of both academic and non-academic domains is often a
determining factor in developing solutions for problems of global sustainability (Takeuchi & Komiyama, 2006;
Clark, 2007). Consider the problem of conducting a comprehensive environmental impact analysis of the
potential for some new technology, such as a fuel-cell-based combined heat and power system, to be actually
adopted into a society and to effectively contribute to mitigation of some environmental problem, such as global
warming. Many forms of expert knowledge in addition to the technological knowledge of the fuel cell system
itself may be necessary to evaluate the feasibility of the large-scale application of the technology, for example,
knowledge related to the lifecycles of rare materials required for the construction of the system and knowledge
on the effects of large-scale introduction of the system on existing systems for providing the same kinds of
services (Kraines et al., 2005; Kraines et al., 2006b; Fukushima et al., 2004).
Information and communication technologies (ICTs), particularly those emerging in the context of data
modeling and the Semantic Web, could play an important role in facilitating the integration of large quantities of
expert knowledge that cannot be easily covered by hand (Garfield, 2001; Seringhaus & Gerstein, 2008; Uren et
al., 2006). Cahlik (2000) used scientometric techniques to generate and compare knowledge maps of different
domains of knowledge. Kajikawa et al. (2007) showed how citation data can be used to construct an overview of
the domain of sustainability science, and Borner et al. (2003) reviewed a range of techniques that have been
used to visualize the results of such large-scale analyses of knowledge repositories. Finally, several large scale
systems are being developing to create social networks of researchers that are based on some semantics, such as
VIVO, Collexis, and Arnetminer (Gewin, 2009; Gunter, 2009; Tang et al., 2007). These systems use some
combination of bibliographic and/or thesaurus-type relations to compute the semantic similarity between
researchers and/or research papers.
While these approaches to map existing knowledge repositories such as Web of Science are important first steps
towards answering the need for knowledge integration, connections that are identified between researchers using
these scientometric techniques, such as networks based on coauthorship or citation links, only tell us who
already knows whom. Existing approaches to measuring actual semantic similarity are based on comparisons of
“bag-of-word” indices, which cannot evaluate the specific relationships between the terms to which the
knowledge refers. It has been often observed that most scientific facts occur not as single concepts but as
specific relationships between concepts (Weikum et al., 2009). Establishing meaningful but unknown
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connections between knowledge resources and their creators, e.g., that tell us whom we should but do not
already know, requires an analysis that considers the semantics of these relationships between concepts.
Furthermore, existing scientometric and information extraction techniques do not actively involve the actual
knowledge creators, a.k.a. the authors of the research papers and developers of simulation models, who are the
most likely to know how best to describe their research in the clear and unambiguous form necessary for
computer understanding (Abbott, 2004; Mons et al., 2008). Technologies that enable the creators of knowledge
resources to provide computer understandable descriptions of their resources themselves, rather than relying on
third-party annotators or automated computer “bots”, could make computer-aided knowledge sharing more
effective (Berners-Lee & Hendler, 2001; Gerstein et al., 2007; Power et al., 1998; Uren et al., 2006). In fact, we
already do this when we choose keywords from a categorized list provided by a journal publisher or conference
website. When combined with lexicons and term dictionaries, such keyword selection can greatly increase
search accuracy because the authors are best able to select which keywords most accurately reflect the content
of the publication (Gil-Leiva & Alonso-Arroyo, 2007). For example, it is clear that controlled terminologies
such as the PACS codes in physics, the JEL classification in economics, and the MeSH vocabulary in
biomedical science, increase the accuracy of knowledge resource retrieval in those fields. Structuring a set of
keywords in a controlled vocabulary can yield even better results (Kajikawa et al., 2006).
Several technologies being developed for the Semantic Web could help to realize an interactive knowledge
sharing platform that would act as a forum for exchanging and integrating different forms of domain knowledge
related to specific issues of sustainability science (Berners-Lee & Hendler, 2001; Wang et al., 2005; Hendler,
2005; McGuiness, 2004). In particular, controlled vocabularies enriched with explicit representation of semantic
relationships between concepts in the vocabulary, known as “ontologies”, are expected to play an important role
in realizing a more intelligent role of computers in handling knowledge sharing and discovery in the Web (Hess
& Schliedera, 2006; Kraines et al., 2005). However, in order to make it possible for automated computer
technologies to add value to scientific knowledge publications through knowledge mining and integration, we
must address the problem of semantic interoperability (Heflin & Hendler, 2000).
The effectiveness of a computer to interoperate semantically with knowledge from different sources depends on
what level of “understanding” the computer program can achieve of the knowledge (Wang et al., 2004;
Halaschek-Wiener & Kolovski, 2008; Feigenbaum et al., 2007). This understanding must be conveyed through
the semantics of the descriptive representations for each knowledge resource (Di Noia et al., 2007; Uschold et
al., 2003). In particular, we know that computer reasoning algorithms are not good at “understanding” the
semantics of statements written in natural language – natural language is simply too complex for present-day
artificial intelligence (Natarajan et al., 2005; Hunter & Cohen, 2006; Basili et al., 2007). Consequently, if the
computer-understandable descriptive representations of knowledge resources must be generated by natural
language processing (NLP) techniques from natural language text, only the most basic semantics can be
extracted accurately (Rzhetsky et al., 2008). However, if humans are empowered to create the computerunderstandable descriptive representations of their knowledge resources, we gain access to the full capacity of
humans to make sense of natural language (Power et al., 1998; Donaldson et al., 2003). Furthermore, if the
human creating the computer-understandable descriptive representation is the same human that created the
original knowledge resource, we can circumvent many of the remaining issues related to interpretation of
natural language text such as ambiguity and information loss (Mons et al., 2008; Gao et al., 2006; Warner, 2007;
Jensen et al., 2006; Hunter et al., 2008).
In summary, if computer-understandable semantic statements describing expert scientific knowledge can be
provided that are highly accurate and semantically rich, we could leverage advanced inference and reasoning
technologies from the fields of artificial intelligence and the Semantic Web to enable computers to provide a
wide range of knowledge processing services. As one example, we suggest that it should be possible to translate
semantic statements created in one natural language (such as Japanese) to another (such as English), or even
from one domain of knowledge (such as chemical engineering) to another (such as macroeconomics), with
essentially no loss of accuracy, simply by using a relatively straightforward mapping of content models that are
expressed in terms of ontologies for different knowledge domains (Bateman, 1990; Bateman et al., 2005;
Dymetman, 2002; Kruijff-Korbayova & Kruijff, 1999; Kraines & Guo, 2009).

3

METHODS

Our method for developing a knowledge-sharing platform for sustainability science is based on our previous
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work to develop tools and knowledge models for constructing web-based networks of expert knowledge
(Kraines et al., 2005). Specifically, we have been developing four basic types of components: formalized
ontologies grounded in description logics for describing concepts of a particular domain of knowledge, a
repository of semantic statements created using the ontology to describe expert knowledge in that domain in a
computer-understandable form, a semantic matching algorithm based on logic and rule-based inference provided
by commercially available computer reasoning software, and graphing tools for visualizing and analyzing the
resulting knowledge network.
These technologies are being integrated into a web-based platform called EKOSS, for “Expert Knowledge
Ontology-based Semantic Search” (Kraines et al., 2006a). The EKOSS system is intended to provide a platform
for effective computer-mediated sharing and integration of expert knowledge resources. To meet this goal,
EKOSS provides two basic types of knowledge services. On the knowledge sharing side, EKOSS provides a set
of web interfaces that allow knowledge creators, who do not have any special expertise in ICTs or knowledge
representation, to create their own semantic statements describing the knowledge resources that they want to
share in a form that can be interpreted semantically, and thus “understood”, by computers. These interfaces have
been described in other papers (e.g. Kraines et al., 2006a) and can be accessed at http://www.ekoss.org (Kraines
et al., 2011).
On the knowledge integration side, EKOSS is equipped with computer algorithms that use a reasoning engine,
such as RacerPro (Racer Systems GmbH & Co. KG, 2011), to establish the degree of semantic proximity
between semantic statements of different knowledge resources or requirements (e.g. queries expressing
particular information needs) based on a number of criteria, including similarity of logical structure at a
semantic level. From these calculated degrees of semantic proximity, a knowledge network can be created where
the nodes are the semantic statements describing particular knowledge resources and the links are the semantic
relationships established between those statements by the reasoning engine.
We have argued in the previous section that the semantic statements describing knowledge resources must be
authored by the creators of the knowledge resources themselves. However, we face a typical “chicken and the
egg” problem here. In order to convince a researcher to take the time to create semantic statements describing
his or her knowledge resources, we need to demonstrate the benefits of doing so to the researcher. But in order
to demonstrate the benefits of the knowledge sharing system, we need a sufficient number of semantic
statements in the system. To “jump-start” this cycle, we have been using the EKOSS system to create semantic
statements describing knowledge resources of researchers in three domains: human life sciences, engineering
failures, and sustainability science. Our work to apply EKOSS to the domains of human life sciences and
engineering failures is described elsewhere (Kraines & Guo 2010; Kraines et al., 2010). Towards the
construction of a knowledge sharing platform for sustainability science, we have developed an extension of the
ontology for the domain of engineering failures that encompasses concepts related to sustainability science, and
we have created a set of semantic statements in EKOSS using that ontology to describe research related to
sustainability science. Preliminary results of this work are described in the next section.

4

RESULTS

4.1

Ontology for concepts of sustainability science

At the core of the EKOSS-based knowledge sharing system for sustainability science is a formalized ontology
based on a description logic that provides a knowledge model for describing concepts from the domain of
sustainability science. This ontology is an extended version of the SCINTENG ontology, some applications of
which have been presented in previous work (Kraines et al., 2005; Kraines et al., 2006b; Kraines et al., 2007).
The SCINTENG ontology in turn is based on ISO 15926, which is “an integrated data model that covers the
information requirements of the full process plant life cycle and enables integration of process plant information
with other enterprise information” (European Process Industries STEP Technical Liaison Executive, 2009;
Batres et al., 2007). Here we describe the underlying knowledge model that we developed for coordinating the
construction of the ontology and how this knowledge model enables the creation of computer-understandable
semantic statements describing case studies and scenarios in sustainability science.
Currently, there is no widely accepted ontology based on formal logic for expressing knowledge related to the
domains of engineering failures and sustainability science. Our hypothesis is that if humans used a formal
knowledge representation language to author semantic statements that describe their own knowledge resources,
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computers could perform more intelligent calculation of semantic similarity between pairs of resources. To test
this hypothesis, we have developed an ontology, called SCINTENG, in previous work. The SCINTENG
ontology draws on conceptualizations in thermodynamics (Atkins & de Paula, 2002), transport phenomena (Bird
et al., 1960), the periodic table of elements, failure knowledge (Hatamura, 2005), and environmental science
(Yasui, 2009). The schematic diagram of the basic SCINTENG knowledge model shown in Figure 1 illustrates
the main classes in the ontology – “activity”, “event”, “physical object”, and “substance or material” – and the
main types of relationships that are supported between the different classes. Note that the class “physical object”
includes states of physical objects as well as whole life individuals. In addition, several other classes that play
special roles in the knowledge model are also shown, including “class of activity”, “actor” and “location”.
The knowledge model represents processes occurring over time by using the activity-event model of ISO 15926
(Batres et al., 2007), which is an upper-level ontology formalized in a description logic and based on a fourdimensional conceptualization of the world that is capable of describing complex processes and life cycle issues
related to engineering artifacts. From the ISO 15926 documentation, an activity is defined as “a [possible
individual] that brings about change by causing the [event] that marks the [beginning], or the [event] that marks
the [ending] of a [possible individual].” An event is defined as “a [possible individual] with zero extent in
time...{that is} the temporal boundary of one or more [possible individual]s...” (European Process Industries
STEP Technical Liaison Executive, 2009). Consequently, the temporal model of ISO 15926 is based on special
types of possible individuals called “activities” that are bounded in time by a start event and an end event.
Activities can belong to specific categories described by “class of activity”, have locations given by subclasses
of physical objects called “spatial locations”, and have partitive relationships with other activities through the
property “has subactivity”.
Figure 1. The knowledge model for
the original version of SCINTENG.
Major classes are shown in boxes, and
major connecting properties are
shown as directed arrows. The
primary classes are activity (shown in
yellow), physical object (shown in
green), event (shown in gray), and
substance (shown in pink). The labels
of the arrows show the properties that
can connect the origin class as a
domain with the destination class as a
range. Boxes with the same name are
interchangeable, e.g. all activities can
have a has_actee relationship with all
physical objects.
In the SCINTENG ontology knowledge model, “physical objects” can participate in several kinds of active and
passive ways with both activities and events. Compared to “activities”, “physical objects” are considered to be
invariant entities defined by the region of space that they occupy, although temporal bounds and changes of
physical objects can also be described. In fact, in many cases a particular entity would be both a physical object
and an activity, e.g. a storm or a forest fire. Finally, physical objects can have compositional and topological
relationships with other physical objects, and they can have compositional relationships with materials or energy
substances, which are considered to be sets of physical objects whose members share the property of being
composed of the particular material. Physical objects are not required to have mass, so that a flame or an amount
of electricity would be considered a physical object.
The SCINTENG ontology provides a framework for describing a wide range of phenomena and situational
knowledge in engineering, material science, and sustainability science. We have also added a simple mechanism
for providing a meta-layer to describe the analysis methods and tools used to study the situations and
phenomena that are described. The classes for describing analysis methods and tools are defined as sub concepts
of abstract object, which is disjoint from the concept tree containing activities and physical objects. This ensures
that the analysis related classes are orthogonal to the main knowledge conceptualization. Several properties are
provided to relate analysis methods and tools with activities and physical objects, including “has object of
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analysis” and “has concrete result of analysis”. An example is given in the next section.
As a part of a project for developing scenarios for Low-Carbon Societies, we began studying the applicability of
the SCINTENG ontology to the domain of sustainability science. We realized that a third descriptive mechanism
was needed to describe scenarios for achieving sustainability, such as the Japan Scenarios and Actions towards
Low-Carbon Societies (hereafter the LCS scenarios) (2050 Japan Low-Carbon Society scenario team, 2008).
Specifically, constructs were required to describe scenario-related concepts such as problem type, goal,
alterative scenarios, and conditions for goal attainment.
Based on an analysis of the LCS scenarios, together with reference to other recent efforts to design knowledge
conceptualizations for sustainability science (Kajikawa et al., 2008; Kumazawa et al., 2009; Hiramatsu et al.,
2008), we developed a scenario description component for the SCINTENG ontology. The scenario version of
the SCINTENG ontology introduces the following major classes: “scenario activity” as a subclass of “activity”,
“scenario event” as a subclass of “event”, “goal type” and “problem type” as subclasses of “class of event”,
“policy artifact” as a subclass of “artificial physical object”, and a variety of new event conditions for specifying
requirements to achieve a certain target event. In addition, several new properties were introduced to relate both
the new classes and classes from the original ontology in different ways that were considered important for
describing scenarios. For example, the control mechanism classes are important subclasses of “class of activity”
used to specify the economic, legal, technological and educational mechanisms that are used to control some
human activity. New properties were introduced so that an activity or event can be described as creating a
control mechanism, and a policy artifact can be described to embody a control mechanism. Control mechanisms
can also be described as having implementing actors and targeted actors, similar to the ontology described by
Kumazawa et al. (2009), and control mechanisms can be linked to the specific problem types or goal types that
they are intended to address. In addition, a set of properties were included to make it possible to state that a
scenario activity targets some situational activity, event, physical object, or even event condition. Finally, a set
of properties were formulated to enable the description of convergent and divergent scenario paths by stating
that an activity is either required for or sufficient for achieving a certain target event.
A view of how the three components of the revised SCINTENG ontology interrelate is shown in Figure 2, and
details of the scenario conceptualization knowledge model are given in Figure 3.

Figure 2. An illustration of how descriptions that are related to the three major conceptualizations of
sustainability science – situations, scenarios, and analysis – are supported by the extended version of the
SCINTENG ontology. Instances of classes from each of the conceptualization domains – scenario, situation, and
analysis – are shown with boxes. Solid arrows show properties for relating concepts within each
conceptualization, and colored dotted arrows show properties that relate concepts from different
conceptualizations.
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Figure 3. The knowledge model for the sustainability science version of SCINTENG. Symbol meanings are the
same as in Figure 1. Major classes in the ontology are “activity” shown in yellow, “event” shown in gray,
“object” shown in green, “substance” shown in pink and “mechanism” shown in light blue. In addition, there
are several major abstract classes shown in white, such as date and analysis method. Activity is divided into
human activities, natural activities, and scenario activities. Event is divided into normal events used to link
human and natural activities, and scenario event used to link scenario activities. Objects include artificial and
natural physical objects, energy objects, and non-substantial objects such as policy tools. Substances are divided
into material substances that can be the substance of a natural or artificial physical object and energy substances
that can be the substance of an energy object. Finally, mechanisms are a classification of activities that describe
the manner in which the activity is controlled or carried out. The control mechanisms are classified as legal,
economic, educational and technology, after Yasui (2009).
In the next section, we give several examples of how the extended SCINTENG ontology can be used to create
computer-understandable semantic statements of expert knowledge in sustainability science.

4.2

Semantic statements for scenarios and technologies

The extended SCINTENG ontology provides a formal knowledge representation language for creating
unambiguous, computer-understandable statements describing expert knowledge related to policy scenarios and
individual technology options in the domain of sustainability science. We are working on creating a repository
of semantic statements describing a wide range of expert knowledge in sustainability science. Towards that
effort, we have created several sets of semantic statements using EKOSS. One set of 24 semantic statements
has been created to describe proposals for research projects that have been funded by the AGS Promotion Office
at the University of Tokyo between 2000 and 2005 (AGS Promotion Office at the University of Tokyo, 2009).
Another set of over 100 semantic statements is based on papers published by individual researchers studying
issues related to sustainability science and energy. The third set contains 7 semantic statements describing
scenarios and technologies aimed at achieving a low-carbon society (2050 Japan Low-Carbon Society scenario
team, 2008). Details for the semantic statements are summarized in Table 1. Note that the size of the triple store
is quite large – even without including the results of inference along the class and property hierarchies in the
ontology and the relationships that are implied by property symmetry and inverses, the triple store contains over
9000 triples to represent the class, label, and relationship information for the semantic statements.
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Table 1. Statistics for the semantic statements from the domain of sustainability science
Type of resource
# statements
avg # instances per statement avg # properties per statement
AGS proposals
24
23
28
Research papers
104
19
22
LCS scenarios
7
37
45
Total
135
21
24
Next we describe examples of each type of semantic statement and how they function to express the original
knowledge content in a logical and unambiguous way that can be “understood” by computer algorithms for
accomplishing “intelligent” tasks such as semantic matching and extraction of common semantic motifs from
large sets of statements.
The first example is a semantic statement created to describe the proposed target of a research proposal that was
accepted for funding by the AGS Promotion Office. The semantic statement is based on the following proposal
abstract:
For realization of a sustainable global society, new technologies that are currently still unproved
must penetrate successfully into the social infrastructure. Generally, when new technologies are
introduced to a particular region, they complete and displace existing technologies, resulting in
large-scale changes to production facilities, infrastructure, material transportation, societal
standards, and other aspects of the region's industrial ecology. Rapid and "non-regret" introduction
of new technologies requires consideration of the life cycle impacts of the system that is to use the
new technology and the process for manufacturing the system from the research and development
stage, in addition to consideration of the particular region characteristics. Furthermore, "trouble"
or "failure" mechanisms that might occur at the manufacturing, operation, implementation, and
dismantling stages must be considered. Development of a design support system for assessing
design alternatives and failure prevention measures during the process of developing the new
technology could help answer these issues. Using the budding energy technology "Solid Oxide Fuel
Cell" as a concrete example of a new technology, we have studied the feasibility and potential
effectiveness of a model-based technology design platform to support design of systems that could
successfully penetrate into existing industrial ecologies.
The graph view of the semantic statement created based on this abstract is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Graph view of semantic statement based on the abstract of the AGS-funded proposal entitled “Design
Platform for the Penetration of Sustainable Technologies”. Instances of ontology classes describing entities from
the text abstract are shown with boxes colored according to the schema in Figure 3 and containing the free text
name of the instance followed by a colon and the name of the class. Properties specifying the relationship
between the instances are shown with directed arrows labeled with the name of the property.
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The semantic statement shown in Figure 4 can be rendered in English using a simple natural language
generation algorithm that we have developed for the EKOSS system as shown in Figure 5 (Kraines & Guo,
2009). We have also developed natural language generation algorithms for Japanese and Chinese. Both the
graph and the representation created by the natural language generator show clearly and unambiguously the
specific manner in which the concepts that are addressed in the proposed research are related. For example, we
know that the ceramic material “Yttria Stabilized Zirconia ceramic material” is the material of the membrane
part of the fuel cell studied in the research. We can also see that the urban region is responsible for the
consumption of the electricity supply produced by the fuel cell, which in turn consumes natural gas.
 Solid oxide fuel cell is a fuel cell that has part an artificial fixed object called SOFC anode, an
artificial fixed object called SOFC cathode, and a membrane called solid oxide membrane, which is
made of a ceramic material called Yttria Stabilized Zirconia ceramic material.
 The solid oxide fuel cell uses some natural gas called city gas and produces some electricity, which
is the energy substance of an electricity supply called electric power generated by SOFCs.
 Electric power consumption is a consumption activity that consumes the electric power generated
by SOFCs and that has actor an urban region called location of SOFC introduction.
 Development of infrastructure for SOFC introduction is an infrastructure construction that
involves the solid oxide fuel cell and that is located in the location of SOFC introduction.
 Scenario LCA is a life cycle analysis that has object of analysis the solid oxide fuel cell and that is
related to a power demand database called power demand for urban region.
 Manufacturing of SOFCs is a manufacturing activity that produces the solid oxide fuel cell.
 Transport of materials for SOFC manufacture is a transportation activity that involves the solid
oxide fuel cell.
Figure 5. Natural language representation of the semantic statement shown in Figure 4. Instance names are
shown in bold type, class names in italic type, and property names in green font. Domain instances, functioning
as sentence subjects, are shown in blue, and range instances, functioning as sentence objects, are shown in red.
The second example, shown in Figure 6, is a semantic statement created to describe the research focus of a
paper on a topic related to sustainability science.

Figure 6. Graph view of semantic statement based on the abstract of the paper entitled “Cogeneration systems
planning using structured genetic algorithms” by T. Harada and S. Mori (1997 Electrical Engineering in Japan
Volume 119 Issue 2, Pages 26 – 35 (English translation of Denki Gakkai Ronbunshi)). Symbol meanings are the
same as in Figure 4.
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This example shows how instances of “analysis method” and “analysis tool” are used to specify what aspects of
the situation described were studied by the researchers who wrote the paper. For example, we see that an
analysis tool called “tree structure” was used to study a policy tool that was affected by an event involving a
specified energy system and heating supply for a specified spatial location.
The third example, shown in Figure 7, is a semantic statement created to describe one of the LCS scenarios:
“Next Generation Fuels: Biomass” (2050 Japan Low-Carbon Society scenario team, 2008).

Figure 7. Graph view of semantic statement based on the abstract of the LCS scenario entitled “Next
Generation Fuels: Biomass”. Symbol meanings are the same as in Figure 4.
This is a much more complex graph that involves both a scenario description and details of the phenomena and
technologies that are targeted by the scenario. The scenario description begins with an instance of “current state”
characterized by an event time and two problem types. The current state, which co-occurs with a policy
introduction event, proceeds through two scenario activities, an implementation activity and a development
activity, to a target state that is characterized by an event time, a goal type, and an event condition. The
development activity involves several human activities, such as a manufacturing activity and an energy recovery
activity, which in turn involve several physical objects, such as material supplies and processing plants.
Although the graph shown in Figure 7 may be too confusing for human understanding, remember that the role of
the semantic statement is not to be human understandable but to be computer-understandable. Together, these
class instances and property relationships specify a complex scenario in a form that can be interpreted by a
computer clearly and unambiguously, making it possible for a computer to precisely interpret and reason with
the semantics of the description.

4.3

Examples of semantic matchmaking using EKOSS

Semantic statements can be used to calculate the similarity between the resources that they represent at the level
of semantic relationships. As an example, we describe the results of matching the graphs in Figures 4 and 6
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semantically with the graph in Figure 7. Details on the semantic graph matching techniques are given in (Guo &
Kraines, 2008b).

Figure 8. Graph view of the match of the search semantic statement describing the LCS scenario “Next
Generation Fuels: Biomass” with the target semantic statement of the research proposal “Design Platform for
the Penetration of Sustainable Technologies”. The full search statement is shown in black, and the matching
instances and properties from the target statement are shown in blue. Boxes with thin black borders represent
instances in the search statement, with the instance label on the top line and the class name on the bottom line.
The boxes containing the matching instances from the search statement and the target statement are highlighted
with thick red borders. Other symbol meanings are the same as in Figure 4.
Figures 8 and 9 show the results of using the semantic statement for the LCS scenario “Next Generation Fuels:
Biomass” as the search statement to match with the semantic statements shown in Figures 4 and 6. From Figure
8, we see that the knowledge expressed in the research proposal could relate to the manufacturing of the energy
device for meeting the energy demand of the consumption activities for the buildings in the target state. From
Figure 9, we see that the knowledge contained in the research paper could be related to the development of the
processing plant together with the related energy recovery and pollution control processes. In addition, there
appears to be knowledge relating to the cost of the policy tools required for realization of the target state in the
scenario described.
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Figure 9. Graph view of the match of the search semantic statement describing the LCS scenario “Next
Generation Fuels: Biomass” with the target semantic statement of the research paper “Cogeneration systems
planning using structured genetic algorithms”. Symbol meanings are the same as in Figure 8.

5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF RESEARCH

The EKOSS-based sustainability science knowledge sharing system is envisaged to provide the following main
facilities.
1) Establishment of a semantic search engine that anyone can use to find researchers doing work that is related
to a particular search condition expressing specific relationships between concepts of interest, not just a
“bag of words” containing a list of disconnected concepts
2) Creation of a map of the domain of sustainability science, based on semantic similarity rather than citation
or coauthor links, that could help researchers to visualize the state of the art in the domain as well as to
determine how their research work is related semantically rather than bibliographically to the specific
research studies of other experts in the domain
3) Extraction of serendipitous relationships between researchers based on evaluation of similarities and
differences in semantic statements using logic and rule-based inference, and synthesis of new knowledge
through logical induction, e.g., by mining common semantic structures from large repositories of semantic
statements (Guo & Kraines, 2008a)
The EKOSS (Expert Knowledge Ontology-based Semantic Search) system provides the enabling technology for
realizing this knowledge sharing system. Our work in developing the EKOSS system for assisting researchers in
sharing, discovering, and integrating expert knowledge consists of two main parts: 1) implementation of user
interface tools for assisting knowledge experts to easily and accurately create computer-interpretable semantic
statements describing their knowledge resources, and 2) research activities aimed towards demonstrating the
value that is added by the creation of these statements. In particular, a major component of the second research
activity has been the development of matching algorithms, graphing tools and other software programs for
visualizing and analyzing the semantic relationships between the semantic statements created through the
EKOSS tools emerging from the first research activity.
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The long term goal of our research is to create a comprehensive network of expert knowledge related to
sustainability science that is easily accessible by users ranging from academic researchers to concerned
individuals in society with no specific scientific training. In contrast to existing knowledge networking systems
for academics such as VIVO, our approach uses formal knowledge representation languages to describe
knowledge resources in a computer-understandable way, so that computers can infer semantic similarities
between resources based on reasoning about predicate relationships. Specifically, this knowledge network would
provide a platform for exploratory analysis of the interrelationships and logical conclusions that can be drawn
from the semantic statements that have been created through the EKOSS system. This analysis is expected to
help in the identification of critical connections between knowledge from different studies and possibly the
establishment of new knowledge through integrative analysis techniques such as inductive logical reasoning
based on graph mining (Guo & Kraines, 2008a). Through the use of the components that we are developing, we
aim to create a web-based platform providing access to this network for a wide variety of applications.
Furthermore, we hope that by interconnecting the resulting knowledge network for sustainability science with
the other knowledge networks we are developing for engineering failure mechanisms and for life sciences, it
will be possible to make useful scientific discoveries that integrate the knowledge from the three domains. In
this way, our approach could function as an extension of literature-based scientific discovery (Swanson, 1990).
Finally, by linking the semantic search engine and knowledge network services we are developing with the
existing infrastructure for dissemination of scientific knowledge, we hope to support the efforts to realize a more
effective transfer of knowledge from academic fields to society and foster active relationships between
researchers at the university and major actors in both the private and public sectors of society. The work
presented here represents a foundational step towards realizing this goal.
In order to realize these long-term goals, we are pursuing research efforts and tool development in the following
areas. First, we are continuing to refine the EKOSS tools for authoring semantic statements. In particular, we are
working to integrate natural language processing (NLP) tools into the authoring process. NLP tools can be used
to help authors identify the classes and properties in the ontology that best express their expert knowledge or
information requirements. Also, we are examining the possibility of using a set of NLP tools in combination
with machine learning techniques to provide semi-automatic authoring of semantic statements that would
subsequently be checked and refined by the users.
In parallel to this work on developing the semantic statement authoring tools, we will continue to develop
semantic matching algorithms and to use the semantic statements that we have created to date to test the ability
of those algorithms to find interesting relationships that would not be apparent without the level of semantics
available for computer processing in our system. For example, we are developing a method for comparing the
precision and recall of pair-wise matching results within a set of semantic statements using only classes
(discarding all property information), using classes and properties without any inference, and using classes and
properties with logic and/or rule-based inference. The hypothesis is that matching only with class information
will yield high recall but low precision (many false positives), matching using property information but no
inference will yield high precision but low recall (many false negatives), and matching using property
information together with inference will yield the best combination of precision and recall. Preliminary
calculations indicate that this hypothesis is supported (Kraines & Guo, forthcoming).
Finally, we will continue to add to the repository of semantic statements describing knowledge resources related
to sustainability with the goal of achieving a content of 1000 entries, which we believe is the “critical mass” that
is needed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the ontology-based knowledge sharing approach we are
developing and start up the virtuous cycle of community authoring of semantic statements (Mons et al., 2008).
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